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COWSETF Index Strategy Overview
Cash Flow Dividend Leaders: The power of dividend growth, 
coupled with the strength of high free cash flow (“FCF”) yield

The Kelly US Cash Flow Dividend Leaders Index (COWSETF Index) comprises of at least 40 large-to-mid-cap publicly traded US 

companies exhibiting characteristics of high free cash flow and consistent dividend growth. Currently has 56 holdings. The 

COWSETF Index distinguishes itself by utilizing a Forward FCF Yield and Trailing FCF Yield ranking system. High quality FCFY 

indexes need to incorporate both FCF Yields as they are inextricably linked. 

High Free 
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Dividend 
Growth
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• FCF yield is a key fundamental metric that measures a company’s ability to generate cash, indicating financial health. It is important to see 

the trailing and forward health.

• Dividends may be the strongest signal a company can send about its ability to increase profits and cash flows into the future. 

9/30/2023 Kelly US Cash Flow Dividend Leaders Index COWSETF 8.19% 11.17% 2.21%
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COWSETF Index: Cash Flow Dividend Leaders 
How to Invest in Free Cash Flow Yield (“FCFY”)
By coupling both trailing and forward, COWSETF Index’s methodology demonstrates critical 

components on how to invest in free cash flow yield and dividends. 

The three important aspects that should be adhered to before investing in a free cash flow 

strategy:

• Incorporate Future Free Cash Flow Yield in Construction: The value of a company is the 

present value of its FUTURE free cash flow. By only looking retrospectively at trailing FCF 

Yield, investors could end up owning negative FCF companies, or transient-FCF Yield 

companies that end up being “value traps,” because their businesses have been structurally 

altered. 

• Shareholder Return Policies – Paying Dividends: Businesses are built to return money to 

shareholders. There are many ways companies can return money, but we believe dividends 

are one of the strongest signals a company can send about its ability to increase profits and 

cash flows into the future. 

• Risk Management & Industry Controls: The COWSETF Index seeks to minimize idiosyncratic 

risks by implementing an industry cap of 24%. Sectors can fall out of favor making an entire 

industry trade at a discount to the overall equity market but that does not mean investors 

should over allocate any sector just because they have high FCF yield.  The industry could 

also suffer from idiosyncratic risk that further exposes cash flow going forward. 

High Quality FCFY 

Indexes need to 

Incorporate Trailing and 

Future FCF Yield as 

Trailing and Future are 

Inextricably Linked
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Importance of Shareholder Return Policies
The Significance of Dividends for Cash Flow Strategies

• Retrospective financial metrics have proven to 
be a poor gauge of a company’s future earnings 
performance as well as dividend sustainability 
as Hawaiian Electric demonstrates (Slides 9 -
10). 

• However, many dividend strategies still rely 
exclusively on screens for historical dividend 
payments or historical dividend growth. 

• Selecting companies based on their history of 
paying is backward-looking and does not 
account for future prospects. 

For investing in shareholder friendly companies, estimating future cash flow is important because the 
forecast shows how much cash a company is likely to have available in the coming period. 

Important insights can be derived from management’s conviction in distributing cash back to its owners.   
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Avoiding Trailing 
FCF Traps – 
COWZ Index
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Cash COWZ Index – Rigid Trailing FCFY Troubles

Fiduciaries need to be aware of the exposure they have in 
investment portfolios and if those strategies are meeting mandates
Rigid FCF Yield strategies, like Pacer’s COWZ Index (US Cash Cows 100 Index), can miss the mark in Free Cash 
Flow Yield investing because:

• They only factor in trailing twelve months FCF Yield
• Not only does the COWZ Index hold negative forward FCF companies, but it also holds companies that 

have significant declining FCF, potential value traps as their “securities are ranked by their Free Cash Flow 
yield (trailing twelve month (TTM) Free Cash Flow /Enterprise Value),” COWZ Index methodology.

• Mandated to hold a specific amount of positions
• “The 100 securities with the highest values are selected,” COWZ Index methodology.
• No matter the degree of quality, or lack of quality, Pacer’s index must hold 100 positions.

• Have unlimited exposure to sectors
• Investing takes discipline and there should be a focus on risk exposure and diversification, especially to 

avoid idiosyncratic sector risks. 
• Getting in and out of the right sectors at the right times is difficult for several reasons, including the 

nature of rebalancing and the lag effect.
7
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Cash COWZ Index Traps

HE HAWAIIAN ELEC INDUSTRIES $110.44 -$666.10 -703.13%

AR ANTERO RESOURCES CORP $2,107.40 -$27.60 -101.31%

SWN SOUTHWESTERN ENERGY CO $1,039.00 $170.00 -83.64%

STLD STEEL DYNAMICS INC $3,551.50 $1,583.90 -55.40%

CHRW C H ROBINSON WORLDWIDE INC $1,588.30 $716.80 -54.87%

NUE NUCOR CORP $8,124.20 $3,930.90 -51.61%

TRIP TRIPADVISOR INC $344.00 $184.30 -46.42%

2023 Q4 - Pacer US Cash Cows 100 Index (COWZ Index) Constituent Traps - In Millions USD        

Source: Bloomberg - Free Cash Flow            Date: 10-14-2023

2023 Year FCF  Estimates2022 Year FCF
YoY Percent 

Decline
CompanyTicker

Negative FCF

Fiduciaries need to be aware of the exposure they have in 
investment portfolios and if those strategies are meeting mandates

Pacer COWZ Index hold two constituents that are anticipated to have NEGATIVE free cash flow for 2023

Pacer’s rigid trailing methodology makes their investment in Hawaiian Electric and Antero unavoidable.  The 

COWSETF Index avoids ALL the above constituents because it incorporates forward / estimated FCF. 
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Cash COWZ Index Trap: NEGATIVE FCF Firm

Hawaiian Electric – HE 

Negative FCF

Year over Year Free Cash Flow: 
-703.13% 

• Hawaiian Electric’s future free cash flow is anticipated to be negative 
due to the Maui wildfires that killed at least 97 people. 

• It is expected that their insurance is a fraction of the potential fire 
claims. Source: Bloomberg

Date: 10/14/2023 
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Cash COWZ Index Traps
Fiduciaries need to be aware of the exposure they have in 
investment portfolios – Especially in “High Quality” Strategies

Trailing only FCFY indexes can be exposed to companies that are anticipated 
to have negative FCF or won’t have free cash flow going forward. 
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Antero Resources - AR

Cash COWZ Index Trap: NEGATIVE FCF Firm

Negative FCF

Year over Year Free Cash Flow: 
-101.31% 

• Antero Resources’ free cash flow is anticipated to go negative 
because of the natural gas price decline and industry inflationary 
pressures.

Source: Bloomberg
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Southwestern Energy - SWN

Year over Year Free Cash Flow: 
-83.64% 

Cash COWZ Index: Potential Trailing FCF Trap

Trailing only FCFY indexes can be exposed to companies that 
are anticipated to have negative FCF or transient-FCF Yield 
companies that end up being “value traps.”

Declining FCF

Source: Bloomberg
Date: 10/14/2023 12KellyIntel.com/COWS



Steel Dynamics - STLD

Year over Year Free Cash Flow: 
-55.40% 

Cash COWZ Index: Potential Trailing FCF Trap

Trailing only FCFY indexes can be exposed to companies that 
are anticipated to have negative FCF or transient-FCF Yield 
companies that end up being “value traps.”

Declining FCF

Source: Bloomberg
Date: 10/14/2023 
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C.H. Robinson - CHRW

Year over Year Free Cash Flow: 
-54.87% 

Cash COWZ Index: Potential Trailing FCF Trap

Trailing only FCFY indexes can be exposed to companies that 
are anticipated to have negative FCF or transient-FCF Yield 
companies that end up being “value traps.”

Declining FCF

Source: Bloomberg
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Nucor Corp - NUE

Year over Year Free Cash Flow: 
-51.61% 

Cash COWZ Index: Potential Trailing FCF Trap

Trailing only FCFY indexes can be exposed to companies that 
are anticipated to have negative FCF or transient-FCF Yield 
companies that end up being “value traps.”

Declining FCF
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Tripadvisor, Inc.  - TRIP

Cash COWZ Index: Potential Trailing FCF Trap

Year over Year Free Cash Flow: 
-46.42% 

Trailing only FCFY indexes can be exposed to companies that 
are anticipated to have negative FCF or transient-FCF Yield 
companies that end up being “value traps.”

Declining FCF

Source: Bloomberg
Date: 10/14/2023 16
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Appendix
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COWS Index: Cash Flow Dividend Leaders 
Free Cash Flow Definitions

Free Cash Flow (FCF): A company’s cash flow from operations minus capital expenditures (expenses, interest, taxes, 

and long-term investments)

Trailing Free Cash Flow Yield (%) measures the amount of cash generated from the core operations of a company 

relative to its valuation. defined as trailing-12-month free cash flow divided by enterprise value.

Forward Free Cash Flow Yield: Defined as estimated forward-year free cash flow per share divided by share price.

Enterprise Value (EV): A company’s market capitalization adjusted to eliminate any capital structure bias (i.e. by 

adding debt and subtracting cash or cash equivalents)

Free Cash Flow Yield (FCF/EV): Measures a company’s total free cash flow relative to its enterprise value. This is an 

internal statistic and does not constitute investor yield.

18
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COWSETF Index

Disclaimers
This document is for informational purposes only and is not intended to be, 
nor should it be construed or used as an offer to sell, or a solicitation of any 
offer to buy, any security. Additionally, the information herein is not intended 
to provide, and should not be relied upon for, legal advice or investment 
recommendations. You should make an independent investigation of the 
matters described herein, including consulting your own advisors on the 
matters discussed herein. In addition, certain information contained in this 
document has been obtained from published and non-published sources 
prepared by other parties, which in certain cases have not been updated 
through the date hereof.  While such information is believed to be reliable for 
the purpose used in this document, such information has not been 
independently verified by Kelly Indexes LLC (“Kelly”) and Kelly does not assume 
any responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of such information. Kelly 
Indexes LLC , its affiliates and their independent providers are not liable for any 
informational errors, incompleteness, or delays, or for any actions taken in 
reliance on information contained herein. Charts, graphs, and graphics are 
provided for illustrative purposes only. It is not possible to invest directly in an 
index. Exposure to an asset class represented by an index is available through 
investable instruments based on that index. All trademarks or registered 
trademarks are owned by their respective parties and Kelly makes no claims 
on them or their use.
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